Shoez’On Shoe Cover Dispenser
Thank you for purchasing the Shoez’On
Shoe Cover dispenser
Please take a moment to read the notes shown
on this publication and you will have years
of safe use from your Shoez’On machine
Please check the parts included in your
Machine and contact us should anything
appear to be missing
Assembly and preparation for use is
extremely simple.
Please note that first time users may appear
confused and hesitant at first use, but
the successful cover of one shoe will convert
them into a lifetime user in minutes!!
Assembly & Operating Instructions
Assembly
1. Install the hand rail / support handle
(See Diagram 1)
The two pieces of tube supplied with your Shoez’On
machine are designed to slot together.
Included in the kit are two screws. Use the
brass coloured machine thread screw to ensure that the
tubes are secured together.
The silver or zinc plated self tapping screw is used
to secure the support tube to the body of the Shoez’On
once the hand Rail is inserted into its hole. (See Diagram 2)
2. The Top cover (white) of your Shoez’on is secured to the base using two cream coloured
plastic nylon clips. Slide them towards the “off Mark” and the cover can now be detached
from the base (See Diagram 3)
3. Note that the supplied roll of adhesive must be installed with the adhesive / sticky side
facing upwards. Slip it over the Blue Roll holder and insert the holder into the base of the
machine. (See Diagram 4)
4. Pull the start of the adhesive roll all the way towards the back of the machine and leave it
lying on top of the cushion mat. (See Diagram 5)

5. Replace the white top cover of the Shoez’On machine and secure the cover with the two
cream nylon clips whilst at the same time ensuring that the while plastic pegs engage into
the holes on the top of the base. (See Diagram 6)
Operating Instructions
1. Stand behind your Shoez’on Machine and
hold the knob of the handrail/support rail with
your left hand
2. Place your right foot/shoe into the machine
and press firmly down onto the cushion mat.
3. Whilst still balancing hold the handle with
your left hand, withdraw your foot backwards
dragging the tape that is now adhering to the
sole of the shoe out and over the rear of the machine.
As you press your foot down onto the ground at the rear of the machine the blade cover will
drop in-front of your foot and the adhesive will be cut in-front of your shoe.
4. (It may require a little practice to perfect this action but usually after one or two attempts
a user is well trained).
5. Repeat the action for the left foot and your are off and going!!
6. You can use the cut out slot at the base of the rear of the machine to smooth any extra
adhesive tape over the toe cap of your shoe if necessary.
7. Please note that the current batch of machines DO NOT include any form of cleaning
brushes as shown on the included instruction manuals.
Warnings and maintenance
1. Always ensure that the tape is spread evenly across the full width and length of the
cushion.
2. Avoid stepping on the serrated cutting blade.
3. As the mechanism of the machine involves the use of a serrated tape cutting blade, please
Do Not allow children or the infirm to use this machine unsupervised.
4. The machine should not be immersed in water.
5. Exposure to very hot climate temperatures such as the rear window of a car in high heat
could cause the product to warp and certainly will affect the adhesion and quality of the
protective tape.
6. Always use the recommended and supplied Low tack adhesive with your Shoez’On
machine. Use of any other tape may prove difficult to remove from shoe soles and may
indeed damage shoes and floor coverings.
7. To ensure that the machine cuts the tape cleanly each time please remove any tape
residue build up on the serrated edges.
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